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NEWSLETTER 

Welcome everyone to the next and newly-vamped edition of our HGRG 
newsletter. Over the last year there have been a number of changes to 
the HGRG which we hope are working to increase support within our 
community. The development of our Historical Geography Research 
Group Seminar Series, a report of which can be found in this newsletter 
(written by Patrícia Gomes da Silveira and Jenna Kirk), has provided a 
supportive space for early-career researchers to share and exchange 
ideas and practices. The digital format of the series allowed people 
from across the world to come together, providing a thought-provoking 
space for developing new (international) relations. A further change is 
to the format of the newsletter itself. Our Newsletter Editor, Jenna Kirk, 
has piloted a new interview and conversational format to our features 
and we are excited to hear feedback on these from the readers.

Whilst we are extremely positive about the changes occurring within 
the group some changes inevitably bring elements of sadness. This 
year we say goodbye to our long-standing Treasurer and committee 
member, Hannah Neate. We are incredibly grateful to Hannah for all her 
years of service and for her continued expertise, support and general 
wonderfulness.  We wish Hannah all the best in her new adventures!

As usual the summer is a busy time for HGRG activity as the conference 
season begins. The RGS-IBG Annual Conference will take place from 
Tuesday 30 August to Friday 2 September 2022 at Newcastle University 
and the HGRG is proud to be sponsoring a range of fascinating sessions. 
These include: Historical Geographies of Sensation, 1800-present, 
Geographies of loss and recovery through (re)production of postcolonial 
heritage, Spooky geographies: extraordinary, magical, and supernatural 
places, Understanding climate resilience through the arts and 
humanities and our two New and Emerging Research in Historical 
Geography Sessions. The sessions represent a range of exciting work in 
historical geography and we hope that many of you will be able to join 
the sessions (in person or online). 

Our AGM will be taking place online the week before the conference on 

Thursday 25th August 2022 at 11am GMT. We have a number of 
committee positions available at the forthcoming AGM, including 
Treasurer, so please do get in touch with myself 
(Cheryl.McGeachan@glasgow.ac.uk) or Hannah Awcock 
(hannah.awcock91@gmail.com) if you would be keen to be involved. 
More generally, we would love to welcome new members to the HGRG, 
so please do recommend the Group to your PhD students and 
colleagues.  More details about the AGM and the committee can be 
found on the HGRG website.

- August 2022 - 

Historical Geography Research Group 
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This newsletter is packed with captivating insights into personal 
geographies and the makings of historical geographies. In How I Became 
a Historical Geographer, Dr Joanne Norcup writes of the diverse worlds 
that have influenced her scholarly and personal interests and practices. 
Bringing to the fore the influence of libraries and fieldtrips, alongside 
academic encounters, Jo offers valuable insights into acknowledging 
the diverse pathways through academia and the importance of 
following your passions. In Conversation With … sees Ella Bytheway-
Jackson discussing her PhD experience and her work into children’s 
carceral geographies. Ella reflects upon undertaking historical work 
during the pandemic and offers invaluable advice for others taking on 
archival work in a post-pandemic world (including backing up your 
work!). Thanks to all the contributors to this newsletter, we are 
incredibly grateful to you for sharing your experiences.  

Members keen to contribute to any of these regular features are 
encouraged to get in touch with our newsletter editor, Jenna Kirk 
(j.kirk.1@research.gla.ac.uk), or to drop me a line.

Take care everyone and have a lovely summer,

Cheryl McGeachan

Chair HGRG

 



 

What were your earliest experiences of geography as a subject? 
How did these earliest experiences influence your career in 
geography? 

My family. I come from a predominantly white mixed-heritage working-
class family in North West London. My neighbours, family and friends all 
had connections with other parts of the world, so I grew up very much a 
global Londoner. I had close relationships with my grandparents. I loved 
listening to their tales of growing up during the interwar period, and 
hearing about their parents and grandparents. I heard tales connecting 
my ancestors with the BBC TV drama Upstairs Downstairs, and later found 
out my granddad’s aunt and uncle – whom he shared with the 
programme’s co-creator Dame Eileen Atkins -  had been in service and 
provided part inspiration for its creation. As a teenager, my granddad 
had gone to Cable Street to fight against Mosely’s fascists because he 
disliked bullies and abhorred racists. My Scottish great grandmother had 
relocated the family from Glasgow to Chesterfield in the 1920s after 
being blacklisted in the rent strikes, and my mum’s maternal 
grandmother had been an East End suffragette. So my intelligent, 
socially conscious, quizzical working-class ancestors wanting better 
worlds and futures provided inspiration. My aunt is Turkish-Cypriot, and 
came to London as a toddler in the late 1950s with her mum. Their 
stories got me interested in the interconnections of global history and 
geography. Family holidays were often spent with grandparents in 
Margate, at caravan parks around the coast of Britain with my cousins 
and maternal grandparents, or exploring London by public transport. 
Lots of museums trips instilled a fascination with art, history and place. 
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As a family, we were dedicated users of Hendon Public Library. The 
library gifted access to local archives, reference material, music and 
fiction. It would become an important base: a safe space for meeting 
friends, doing homework, and revising for exams. Libraries and archives 
are beloved spaces for me. I’ve always enjoyed writing and art. I love 
detective novels and mysteries, solving puzzles, playing board-games, 
mudlarking, beachcombing, foraging, and allotmenting. As a teenager, I 
developed a love of rummaging around charity shops and second-hand 
bookshops - formative signs of a researcher. I benefited from both my 
primary and secondary comprehensive schools (ILEA) being secular and 
celebrating every religion including being atheist. My junior school – 
Colindale Primary – was-, and remains- a diverse multiracial, multilingual 
reflection of the community it serves, and it forged an early passion in 
me for finding out about the world and interconnections of people and 
places. Wilfred Thorpe was my class teacher. He loved maps and was 
responsible for piquing my interests in history and geography. In 1985, 
the BBC ran the Domesday Project, what might now be called a ‘citizen 
humanities’ project. It was led by Michael Wood; a historian I have 
admired ever since for his capacity to communicate histories to the 
general public. The project got school students across the country to 
gather data about their local area to record the ‘state of the nation’ 900 
years after the publication of the original Domesday survey. I remember 
the thrill of getting out of school with my friends, armed with an outline 
map and clipboard to survey the streets, and personally logging the 
British Newspaper Library’s location (then on Colindale Avenue) onto the 
database. That experience lit a spark.
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The other key event was our school residential fieldtrip to Wales a few 
months later. It was during the miners strike. We visited the Big Pit in 
Bleanavon, then Senghenydd, to hear about industrial mining history. 
We threw a party for the community in the school, provisions and 
supplies brought by our teachers from London as an act of solidarity. The 
trip fused how historical and contemporary geographies connect.
I wasn’t enamoured with either school geography or history when I 
started at my all-girls’ secondary school. I preferred English literature, 
art and drama. I learnt a lot about discipline, tenacity and the need to 
research, listen and be curious from attending Anna Scher’s theatre 
school in Islington. Anna’s classes were life lessons. I got more into 
geography in my third year however, when Nick Monk and Jane 
Herrington arrived to teach the subject. Jane had gone from a 
comprehensive in Somerset to studying geography at Oxford with Jack 
Langton. She had specialised in historical geography and was incredibly

mailto:Juliette.Desportes@glasgow
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 inspiring, connecting historical 
contexts to the geography we 
studied. She always asked us to 
consider who were missing from 
representations and discussions, 
whose voices were omitted and 
why that might be. She encouraged 
us to be independent thinkers and 
enquire. Jane used teaching 
materials produced by Dawn Gill 
and Contemporary Issues in 
Geography and Education, effectively 
gifting me not only a love of history 
and geography but geography 
underpinned by anti-racist and 
anti-colonial perspectives. 
Ultimately, this experience directly 
fed into my doctoral research and 
my ongoing writing on the 
historical geographies of anti-racist 
geography education and 
knowledge-making.

What inspired you to take up geography in Higher Education? Can 
you reflect on some of your early research experiences?

Along with my love of English literature and geography, I picked up 
history again at A-level. I chose to study geography at university 
because it seemed to open up infinite possibilities. Jane encouraged 
me to sit the Oxford entrance exams, but due to a series of events 
beyond my control, I ended up going via clearing to study geography at 
Royal Holloway.  In historical geography terms, this was fortuitous. In 
my second year I took historical geography courses run by David 
Gilbert and Felix Driver, and became acquainted with the work of 
Raphael Samuel, the History Workshop Journal, Catherine Hall, Edward 
Said and Stuart Hall. During my second year, Denis Cosgrove arrived 
from Loughborough to become Professor of Cultural Geography. I took 
his third-year option and loved it, especially studying the subversive 
16th century anti-colonial art of Guaman Poma de Ayala.  I also enjoyed 
courses on Latin America run by Sarah Radcliffe and Caribbean 
geographies run by Rob Potter. The second-year fieldtrip to Glasgow 
proved pivotal because of the coursework option. ‘Imaging the City’ 
was devised and run by then doctoral student, James Ryan. We 
considered monuments, street names, and the politics and power of 
photographic images in representing place. I love photography, and 
conversations with James and Deborah Sugg Ryan afterwards proved 
more inspiring than either of them might realise. It was James who 
introduced me to Joanna Scaddens, (then Picture Library Manager of 
the Royal Geographical Society) at the end of my undergraduate 
studies in the summer of 1995, and between then and returning to 
Royal Holloway to begin the new Masters in Cultural Geography that 
October, I worked as a volunteer, cataloguing over 1,000 glass-plate 
photographic negatives. I continued doing occasional research for the 
project between 1996 and 1997 for curator Dr Petrine Archer-Straw in 
what became the British Academy and RGS 1998 international touring 
exhibition Photos and Phantasms, Harry Hamilton Johnston’s photographs of 
the Caribbean (1908 – 1909)-, a project I am currently revisiting.  

How I became a 

historical geographer
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My undergraduate dissertation focused on the historical geographies of 
four streets in West Hampstead where my parents and grandparents 
had lived. It was an attempt to write about the people – the women 
especially – in order to challenge Nicolas Pevsner’s assertion that they 
“required no notice”. I interviewed new and old residents, including 
Doreen Massey who lived nearby. Doreen was hugely encouraging, and 
we stayed in contact until she died. She was ace.

I joined the inaugural cohort of the MA in Cultural Geography at Royal 
Holloway in October 1995 alongside the always-inspiring and generous 
historical geographer Nicola Thomas. Less than a month into the course 
I was rushed to hospital with peritonitis. Recovery was slow, affected my 
productivity, and the one-year course became two-years part time. I 
eventually returned and graduated in August 1998 alongside Nina Morris 
and Tariq Jazeel.

How has your research career developed as your career has 
developed?

Scenically. With ups and downs. On reflection, I didn’t enjoy my Masters, 
not just because of being unwell. Financial and personal factors pushed 
me to leave academia, and I turned down an offer to develop my 
masters into doctoral studies at Glasgow. I was burnt out. I wanted to 
see the world beyond academic calendar rhythms, clear some of my 
eye-watering student loan debts, and see if my geography degree could 
indeed gift me the capacity to work across diverse sectors. It did. I 
trained for and ran the London Marathon. I worked in a range of 
graduate jobs: as an account manager for a telecoms company, as an 
assistant bookshop manager, then as a conservation educator at Jersey 
Zoo in the Channel Islands. I especially loved that job as it gave space 
for discussing environmental and animal geographies during the six 
daily keeper talks I gave to visitors, and then after work, I’d go surfing.  
In October 1999, I began my PGCE in Secondary Geography Education 
at Goldsmiths College, then worked at a secondary school in Eltham, 
Greenwich for three years, before transferring to work at the borough’s 
Pupil Referral Unit (PRU). I worked as a freelance education consultant 
on school geography textbooks during this time, but was told I was 
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being ‘too academic’ (not in a good way!) when I critiqued content, 
especially around race, gender and class. 

A chance conversation with Danny Dorling at the annual conference at 
the RGS in 2003 encouraged me to return to doctoral studies. I applied 
and was awarded the Fawcett Fellowship at UCL, which I began in 
2004.  Being at UCL was incredibly generative. Conversations with 

How I became a 

historical geographer

Caroline Bressey, Andrew Harris, 
James Kneale and Claire Dwyer 
as well as Richard Dennis, and 
the Hughs -Prince and Clout,- 
and reconnecting with the 
London Group of Historical 
Geographers felt rejuvenating. I 
shared an office in the basement 
of Bedford Way with Russell 
Hitchings, Rosie Day, Jason Lim 
and Róisín Ryan-Flood who were 
all wonderful, and I began 
formulating PhD ideas.  I would 
end up returning to the very 
same office in 2007, by which 
time I was working at UCL’s 
Centre for Languages and 
International Education as a 
permanent part-time lecturer. In 
that role I devised and ran the 
CLIE’s Humanities Geography 
course.  

But in 2005, I relocated to Glasgow to begin my part-time PhD.  After 
going through four different supervisors, Chris Philo and Hayden Lorimer 
agreed to supervise me, so without them, the thesis would not have 
happened.  Between 2005 and 2007 I worked as a researcher for the 
Medical Research Centre, a tutor then teaching assistant in the 
Department of Geography at Glasgow, as well as a temporary lecturer at 
Napier University in Edinburgh, and taught many amazing students who 
have since gone onto their own academic careers.  What time I did have 
to research was uplifted by fellow postgraduates in Glasgow, especially 
Cheryl McGeachan, and over in Edinburgh, Innes Keighren. Returning to 
UCL enabled me to have a base from which I was able to more readily 
access the archives and undertake interviews for my thesis.  In alerting 
me to the UCL job in 2007, Claire Dwyer enabled both a regular income 
from one job and the time and capacity to complete my empirical 
doctoral research. Her scholarly collegiality remains an inspiration. After 
a break for maternity leave, I finally completed my studies in 2015.  The 
same year, I established Geography Workshop Productions. What began 
as a space to disseminate the digital archive of materials gathered 
through my thesis has since developed into a production company. I 
have collaborated with a range of creatives, academics, educators and 
community groups to produce radio programmes, exhibitions, public 
lectures, one-off events, online courses and publications to 
communicate humanities geographies to wider audiences. I do this work 
part time while working as an independent scholar and seeking out 
elusive paid research posts. Attending the International Conference in 
Historical Geography in London in 2015 and in Poland in 2018 enriched 
my scholarly life enormously. I have been an honorary researcher at 

http://geographyworkshop.com/home/
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Nottingham, where I have benefited from conversations with Susanne 
Seymour, Steve Legg, Mike Heffernan, Jake Hodder, and David Matless. 
I am currently an honorary researcher in the Centre for Caribbean 
Studies at the University of Warwick where I have been based since 
2019 after receiving a British Academy small grant to revisit the Harry 
Johnston exhibition and research its international legacies. At Warwick, 
David Lambert has been a wise and genial touchstone. Alongside 
Caroline Bressey, Miles Ogborn, Nicola Thomas, Innes Keighren, Cheryl 
McGeachan, Ruth Craggs, Pat Noxolo and James Esson - and connecting 
with scholars across the Society of Caribbean Studies, CLACs, Institute 
of Commonwealth Studies, and London Group of Historical 
Geographers, as well as the Research in Higher Ed division (especially 
Catherine Souch and Sarah Evans), the RACE group of the RGS, and the 
HGRG - I have found engaging and supportive networks and I am so 
grateful to all.

Can you share some of your experiences of the pandemic?

Given my precarious ‘teetering-on-the-edge-of-academia’ position, my 
pandemic experience was supported by my membership of the HGRG 
because it made me feel connected to a research community.  I 
became conference officer in 2018 but had been running the HGRG 
writing retreats since 2017, going hybrid in 2018 and fully virtual since 
2019.  In addition to organising the in-person Practising Historical 
Geography conference in 2019 then virtually in 2020, I organised 
HGRG virtual events via Geography Workshop including virtual writing 
retreats and, during lockdown, weekly Sunday Scholarly Writing 
sessions for historical and cultural geographers across all career stages 
to enable virtual collegial connection while undertaking non-directed 
scholarly writing.  International historical geographers -including 
independent scholars, postgraduates, postdocs and long established 
faculty members - joined from across continental Europe, South 
America and the UK. This felt especially wonderful given the context of 
being in lockdown, and connecting with Patricia Silveira and Adam 
Lundberg during these sessions was a joy. HGRG committee members 
Jenna, Patricia and Juliette organised seminars and the whole 
committee have supported these events. It has been much 
appreciated. It takes a community, and over the pandemic the HGRG 
stepped up. In terms of my own work, the book Landscapes of 
Detectorists I co-edited and contributed to with Innes Keighren was 
published in June 2020 and we held an online book launch for 
contributors which was a particular thrill.  The book itself was an 

experiment in 
writing historical 
geographies more 
creatively for wider 
public audiences. 
We risked being 
labelled 
‘unscholarly’, but 
ultimately the 
book’s global sales 
and second print 
run within a year of 
its first publication 
has proven there is
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a global public audience with an appetite for accessible historical 
geographies that engage with popular cultures. Not being able to 
physically visit archives was a hurdle for most historically inclined 
researchers. The pandemic made me acutely aware of constraints that 
exist in terms of paywalls and prohibitive subscription fees on some 
digital archival sites. Practically, I explored more creative ways of using 
materials I already had. Juggling life and lockdown inevitably impacted 
envisaged work schedules. Mainly, the pandemic reminded me how 
much I miss the convivial company of scholars: going for walks, talking 
face-to-face, sharing meals and drinks- and how such interactions are 
important to knowledge exchange, sparking ideas, discussing research 
plans, and developing networks.

Finally, do you have any advice to share with fellow researchers? 
 
Focus more on the geo and less on your ego. Be courteous to all, but 
especially to archivists, curators, librarians, security guards, catering 
staff, cleaners, receptionists, IT staff, technicians, and administrators. 
Uplift and support, especially scholars of colour, early career 
researchers and those on precarious contracts. Set work/life 
boundaries. Be kind: to yourself and others. Stick to time in meetings 
and at conferences - everyone is busy. Be generous and never presume 
or assume anything of anyone. Stay curious and open-minded.

How I became a 

historical geographer
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PhD student in the Department of 
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of Liverpool. Her PhD research extends 
historical and children’s carceral 
geographies using records from the 
Birkenhead Poor Law Union, in 
collaboration with CASE partner, the 
Wirral Archives. Her research interests 
include governance, institutions, 
mobilities, the nexus of care and control, 
social class and identity. 

In Conversation With...
Ella Bytheway-Jackson

In Conversation 

With...

We often hear the PhD described through the idea of a journey- 
how did that journey start for you? 

In terms of my original research interests, I wrote my undergraduate 
dissertation on social class and stigma; performing social class in 
higher education and the spatialities of class. Alongside that, I enjoyed 
modules where I was taught about containment, detention, and 
exclusion. I then developed this PhD project with my supervisors, 
informed by previous archive research they had done. We began 
thinking about other, more historic modes of detention and stigmatised 
identities, especially homelessness and pauperism. So the project that 
emerged was mainly focussed in looking in some capacity at the idea 
of the workhouse, and putting the workhouse back on the agenda in 
terms of geography, because it has so much resonance with 
contemporary systems of welfare and welfare states, and so much 
resonance with contemporary carceral geography literature, and ideas 
on detention, imprisonment, and stigmatised identities. 

Obviously the pandemic has had a huge impact on PhD projects 
that have been undertaken in recent years- when did the advent 
of the pandemic intersect with your work? 

I was in my Masters year. I was just about formulating my Master’s 
thesis, and was starting to work out where I was going to head with 
that, what kind of data I was going to look at. And then of course, in the 
March, the archives closed, everything closed, and that was it. I’d had 
maybe two visits to the archive, so I had a few scribbles, and a few 
notes, a few photographs, and that was all I could work with. So that 
was a bit of a pain! The way I’m funded is that I’ve got a ‘one plus 
three’ award, so my Master’s degree fed into my PhD. The whole idea 
was that I would get some of my writing for my PhD done through my 
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Masters dissertation, by looking at the same kind of data I would be 
working with during my PhD. But of course that did not really come into 
fruition and I ended up changing a lot of my project to look at online 
records. 

Of course, that was the major issue facing researchers working 
with archives through the lockdowns and beyond- how did you 
adapt to not being able to physically access archive spaces? 

That was the biggest thing, although we were all in the same boat, 
there was nothing that felt more isolating. I know everybody had 
quandaries like ‘how do I access participants; how do I do interviews 
when you can’t even be in the same room as somebody?’ But it still 
felt like there were immediate digital options in those cases, like zoom 
and that sort of thing. So I thought, I’m kind of jealous not to have 
living people to interact with, even through a screen! 

But it was possible, there were newspaper records that I used from 
online genealogy platforms that were quite extensive, and they 
mentioned the proceedings that I was looking at, around the 
Birkenhead workhouse and the Poor Law Union. In terms of digital 
access to those kinds of resources, firstly it was behind a paywall which 
was not great, but then at the same time, it was really convenient 
actually that I could keyword search everything- you can filter the 
records by year, by keyword, by names, and sort by ascending or 
descending dates. 

Did these adapted methods change the way that you think about 
the physical archive now that access restrictions are lifting? 

Yeah, I suppose that in itself has really altered the way in which I look 
at the present material archive. It feels great to actually go to the 
archives and get those records, but I’m also acutely aware that I really 
enjoyed the accessibility of the online records. Being able to filter and 
sort things, you can’t really do that with a paper archive. So I’ve ended 
up being slightly unconventional in that I’ve photographed pretty much 
10 years of committee minutes, digitised them all, so I’ve got digital 
copies on my laptop, and then I’ve transcribed, I don’t know how many 
hundreds of pages of them! But it means that I now have semi-
complete (as always, inherently partial) keyword searchable text 
documents. I think that process was also really useful because I had 
such little familiarity with the case study at hand, so transcribing all of 
those records was also a comprehension exercise, and I learnt so much 
about my case study from that. In this way, making notes, highlighting, 
almost felt like coding an interview transcript and was more like 
analysis as well as data collection.

I think the pandemic made us all have that immediate feeling of having 
the rug pulled from beneath us. So when the archive was reopening, I 
was sort of anxious- I had an appointment at the archives, but when I 
got there it was like someone had just fired a starting gun and was like 
‘go!’ Because I was unsure if there was going to be another lockdown, I 
think I sort of went through that mentality of ‘I’ve got to take all of this, 
just in case we go back into lockdown, and then I’ll have something to 
work with.’ But now I’ve got this really rich, basically new partial 
archive in my laptop. 

In Conversation 

With...
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We’ve been talking a lot about adaptation and change in the 
context of the pandemic, but has your initial research idea 
changed at all since you first formulated it? 

Following the pandemic restrictions, when eventually I got access to 
the archives again, I started to become really interested in how the 
initial form of welfare state dealt with children. The idea was that 
separating children from the workhouse would remove them from the 
stigma of that place, and would help them develop into economically 
useful citizens. 

There were all kinds of systems that were developed to achieve this- 
one of the latter systems, and the one that I am looking into, was 
developed in Sheffield and was called the ‘Scattered Homes system’. 
This was introduced as part of an effort to continue to separate 
children from the workhouse and after mixed results from huge district 
schools or orphanages, they developed these small villages based on 
Mettray in France and eventually the Scattered system that I am really 
focusing on. These systems were in turn part of a system of other 
mechanisms, which meant that the children could be emigrated to 
Australia or Canada as part of the colonial project. Or they would be 
sent to other, more specialist institutions, such as specialist 
orphanages, or convalescent homes. But also for education and 
training purposes, there were a number of schools that would teach 
children how to do certain trades, and the main focus there was on 
developing these children into people that could eventually get a job in 
the world of work, and produce for their families. 

So the project has evolved from workhouses to children’s homes, and 
now my thesis looks at the system of developing children’s homes in 
the first decade of the 20th century, and the other external spaces that 
were linked to those children’s homes. I’m essentially looking at how 
children were managed through these systems, and what sorts of 
logics were in place in these systems. I’m asking questions like ‘why 
were children moved, why were children put in certain places, how 
were they managed, how were they brought up, what was the 
intention?’ I’ve been focusing on the mobilities of children in these 
systems, and how they were transferred to all of these different 
institutions- because they really were transferred far and wide, there’s 
records of them going all around the country. This has produced a huge 
amount of records that detail individual children’s stories and I’ve been 
following some of these stories.  

Which areas of literature have helped to shape your work- are 
there any particular writers who have influenced your thinking? 

Broadly speaking, I work between literatures on children’s geographies, 
carceral geographies, and mobilities. I’ve been looking at literature on 
carceral spaces, mental health spaces, security studies, and the role of 
spatial processes on marginalisation, that feature heavily in people’s 
work like Chris Philo for example. You also can’t talk about carcerality 
and political economy without talking about people like Ruth Wilson 
Gilmore, who wrote extensively about the vast industrial complexes of 
prisons. Ruth Wilson Gilmore is amazing at writing political economy in 
a way that is so articulate, and she speaks so plainly and assertively- if 
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I could get anywhere near as much detail as she gets into a paragraph  
or a page I’d be happy! 

Have there been experiences in your life outside of your 
academic work that influenced the direction your research has 
taken?

I think that’s definitely what has helped me take more ownership of 
this project. Originally I was interested in the health and medical 
aspect of these institutions, but as I don’t have any experience in those 
sorts of areas- and given that the historical medical terminology is 
quite complex, becoming a medical historian felt quite daunting. 
Whereas I knew that I have training in education, in primary education, 
so that’s experience that I can draw upon. I started volunteering as a 
school governor, and I’ve always been interested in education and 
teaching. Although society is very different, and conceptualising 
childhood has very much changed, I think it’s something that for me, 
has been brought to bear upon my research interests.  

One of the things that I find difficult sometimes is managing my 
emotional distance from those I am studying in archival sources. 
Was this something you found that you also had to think about? 

I think for me, one of the most emotional experiences I had was an 
encounter in the archives with a couple of people who actually had 
relatives that had lived in the children’s homes I am looking at. 
Connecting their grandfathers story with their experiences of growing 
up with him led to quite emotional conversations. So whilst I think the 
stories of the children themselves – and it’s something that people ask 
me quite a lot, you know ‘is it quite an emotional undertaking?’ – and I 
think to a great extent, yes it is. But I think also due to the pandemic, 
in some ways I have struggled to make the connections that I had 
hoped to with the local community. I think had I made more of those 
connections, it probably would be even more emotional. 

Obviously, we only get so much time working on our PhD, but  one of 
the main things I would like to contribute is the names of the children 
that I’ve extracted from these records. I basically extracted names 
from the transcribed records that I had created, and I used these to 
create a spreadsheet of all of the children recorded, and then I can 
follow every time that they are mentioned. I’d like to give this to the 
archive, because the archive records themselves are all administrative 
records that are quite lengthy- they’re not necessarily the type of thing 
that when you’re looking for an ancestor you’d sit and go through, 
because there’s thousands of pages, and they might not even be 
mentioned. The records are so extensive that it would be like trying to 
find a needle in a haystack.  So now I’ve produced searchable lists of 
names, someone searching for an ancestor would be able to refer to 
the page numbers and find out where the entries are. And some of the 
entries are quite extensive, they do contain quite a lot of detail about 
where children were sent to, why they were sent there, medical 
treatments that they were undergoing, or the situations of their 
parents. So for somebody who is looking for information about their 
ancestors, it is without a doubt a really useful record. 
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Finally, do you have any broader reflections as a result of your 
experiences, or maybe a piece of advice to share with fellow 
researchers?  

In terms of broader reflections, I definitely think acknowledging that 
whilst some of our conversation has very much been about adaptability 
and resilience, we do have to acknowledge that the pandemic in 
particular was a really tough time for everybody, and sometimes it is 
okay to not adapt out of things- sometimes it is okay to fail, for some 
things to just not work anymore. We don’t have to do everything, and 
it’s not going to be possible to do everything, and doing PhD research, 
whatever stage you’re at, is really hard! 

I think for me, it’s also important to invest in your life beyond just the 
PhD. Which is really easy to say, and really difficult to put into practice! 
But there will always be more to learn, there will always be something 
missing from everything you write or everything you read, so it’s 
sometimes about acknowledging that and moving on, and allowing 
yourself to work to a schedule that suits you, and also allowing yourself 
to have time off. I can never encourage people enough to just take 
time off and, particularly when you’re at the PhD stage, make the most 
of such a flexible work environment. Make the most of creating your 
own hours. 

And the other thing I can never tell myself enough is just to back your 
work up- just please, do it now! I’m terrible for it, but I always feel a 
duty to remind everyone else to do it, because you’ll only end up with 
a lot more stress on your plate if you don’t! 
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REPORTSReports 

Historical Geography Research Group 
Seminar Series 2022

‘Geography and Writing: approaches and 
methods’ (27th April; 4th May; 11th May)

 

The spring of 2022 will be known for the coming of a new event on 
the HGRG’s calendar: the 1st edition of the HGRG Seminar Series, this 
year with the selected theme ‘Geography and Writing: approaches and 
methods’. The seminars, which ran on Wednesdays from the 27th April 
to the 11th May, were organised by the HGRG’s postgraduate 
representatives (Juliette Desportes and Jenna Kirk), and the 
conference officer (Patrícia Silveira). The aim of the seminar series 
was to support postgraduate students in different aspects of their 
academic trajectory, sharing with them some key pointers on topics 
ranging from book proposals, to working with academic publishers, to 
the writing process itself. Publishing is a crucial part of our work as 
researchers, and also a challenging one, as it involves presenting our 
ideas and research in a clear, articulate way. Considering these 
aspects, we decided to explore in three sessions some specific 
features and conventions of writing and publishing. The sessions 
highlighted the interdisciplinary and innovative approaches of 
academic writing, offering a thoughtful discussion on structuring and 
improving academic work, covering the PhD-to-Book process, and 
practicing historical geography through field studies.   

As the organising committee of this seminar is geographically 
diverse, we decided to run it in a virtual format. Researchers, 
professors, students, and writers from different parts of Europe and 
the Americas were able to follow the diverse programme of the 
seminar in a virtual environment. The online format contributed to a 
broad engagement of the academic community: the event attendance 
was around 60 participants, mainly from the UK, but also from Ireland, 
Germany, Brazil, Canada and the United States. 

The main purpose of the seminar series was to share practices, 
experiences, methods and advice about academic writing with 
postgraduate students and early career researchers, especially to 
those based in the Historical Geography community. To our surprise, 
we saw a great engagement from different areas in Geography - 
Human Geography, Economic Geography, Cartography and Urban 
Planning - and also from Archaeology, Architecture, English Literature, 
History and Political Science. Besides that, the event had attendees 
beyond academia, including independent researchers, museum 
curators, writers and artists.

By Patrícia Gomes da Silveira and Jenna Kirk 
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Figures 1: Professor Jörn Seemann’s presentation about the JLAG 
evaluation process. 

The purpose of the first session ‘The making of writing in Geography’ (27th 
April) was to discuss the process of submitting a paper to international 
journals, trying to demystify this process. The panel members were 
professors Jörn Seemann (Ball State University; associate editor of the 
Journal of Latin American Geography - JLAG) and Nicola Thomas 
(University of Exeter; editor-in-chief of the Journal of Historical 
Geography - JHG). In a relaxed, friendly, and supportive atmosphere, 
the renowned professors talked about their experiences as being part 
of the Editorial Board of recognised journals in Geography - the JLAG in 
the US and Latin America, and the JHG in the UK (Fig. 1). In their 
presentations, Jörn and Nicola explained the evaluating process of the 
journals, mentioning some helpful recommendations for those 
interested in promoting their research. For example, it is important to: 
carefully read the journal’s aim and scope, email the editor-in-chief to 
present yourself and the paper you intend to submit, and structure 
your manuscript according to the journal’s guidelines. As recognised by 
Jörn and Nicola, an excellent strategy to develop confidence and 
improve your written work is to begin the publishing process in 
sections dedicated to conference reports and book reviews. Jörn and 
Nicola also mentioned the main challenges in publishing in English 
research journals, especially for PhD students from non-Anglophone 
countries. It is thus relevant to discuss the formation of the Editorial 
Board of these journals, including researchers from different countries 
and academic institutions in order to diversify the ‘publishing culture’.

The second session, ‘Turning your PhD into a book’ (4th May) was run 
through a Q&A format. An expert panel was assembled, comprising Dr 
Ed Armston-Sheret; Dr Oliver Dunnett; Dr Ewan Gibbs and Dr Catherine 
Oliver. The panel shared reflections on their own PhD-to-book journeys, 
and collectively drew out mutual themes that emerged from their 
experiences. A wide range of topics were discussed, including book 
proposals, and working with academic publishers. One key message 
that arose from the advice the panel members shared was the 
recognition that the PhD and the academic monograph are two very 
different pieces of writing. The panel skillfully guided the audience 
through the nuts and bolts of the adaptation required to transition from 
thesis to book writing. The audience also had the opportunity to put 
their own questions to Ed, Oliver, Ewan and Catherine, to receive
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tailored advice. The audience questions came from a variety of 
perspectives, including those who were actively considering submitting 
a book proposal, to those who aspired to someday in the future. After 
the Q&A session was finished, Catherine Oliver very kindly shared a 
written piece, titled ‘Hidden Curriculum: PhD Thesis to Published Book’, 
which was circulated to the attendees. This piece both consolidated 
points raised in the Q&A session, and helpfully expanded upon some 
areas that there had not been time to cover in the spoken discussion. 
Overall, the attendees enjoyed and benefited from the comprehensive 
overview of the PhD-to-book process provided by the panel, helping to 
demystify what can often seem a rather enigmatic undertaking. 

The final session, ‘Historical Geography beyond the archive’ (11th May) 
considered how we can conduct historical geography research through 
field studies- and additionally, how to reconcile these field-based 
findings to our work in the documentary archive. The session featured 
two presentations, by Professor Hayden Lorimer and Dr David Gange. 
Hayden spoke about ‘Doing a Historical Geography of Lavender and  
Loveliness’, reflecting on what it means to research a modern beauty 
ideal. He traced his own ‘make do’ approach to this research through 
different sites of production and consumption, including the flower; the 
field; the factory; the fantasy and the face. The presentation explored 
the multifaceted ways in which an archive can be constituted, including 
documentary, material, sensory, affective, and atmospheric elements. In 
the following presentation, David asked how sea travel can help us to 
comprehend a place. Taking several areas of the West of Lewis as case 
studies, and setting out from the ‘Potential Histories’ approach 
developed by Ariella Azoulay and David Lloyd, David explored how rich 
histories of each of the sites he visited could be accessed, despite the 
absence of a substantial documentary archive or current population. 
After the presentations had concluded, the audience were invited to put 
their questions to the speakers, and a thought-provoking discussion 
followed. Topics deliberated included the positioning of the archive as an 
‘epistemological experiment’, which can help, or indeed hinder, the 
researcher depending on whose power influenced the making of the 
archive under consideration. The presenters also considered the 
particular writing styles that researching historical geography beyond 
the archive can generate, contemplating to what extent (and where) the 
researcher allows themselves to enter the accounts they produce.           
    
Organising and participating in this seminar series was an enriching 
experience, as we got to know a little more about writing, and discussed 
practical issues regarding significant ways of publicizing our research. 
The issues discussed in the sessions were truly valuable lessons for any 
researcher. Furthermore, this initiative has favoured the establishment 
of links among the PhD students and early career academics who 
participated in the sessions, in which we had a relaxing and supportive 
environment dedicated to an academic writing focus on Geography, but 
not limited to this discipline. The online participation was a very 
productive experience, with pleasant moments of work and interaction 
among attendees. The initiatives organised by the HGRG are an 
important step to connect people, institutions, and projects - as we were 
able to observe during this event through the diversity of attendees in 
terms of career stage, field of study, and geographic location. We would 
like to express our gratitude to the Historical Geography Research Group 
and the Royal Geographical Society for the support. Many thanks to all 
who contributed with presentations, panel participation and questions.  
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ARE YOU A FULL 
MEMBER OF THE HGRG? 

Some of you reading this newsletter and, perhaps, 
participating in our activities will not be a full 
member of the HGRG. Some of you, for instance, will 
have expressed an interest in the work of the group 
when you became a member of the RGS/IBG and so 
joined that way. And that’s just great! We welcome 
and celebrate the breadth of our membership. 
Nevertheless, there are some important benefits to 
be gained by switching to Full membership and we 
would encourage you to consider doing so. It would 
be of immense benefit to the Group and we promise 
to make you feel ‘special’ in return! As it stands if 
you are with us as a RGS/IBG member only, we 
receive a minimum contribution (as little as £2 per 
annum) from that. In return all you receive is this 
newsletter. 
In short we would be delighted to welcome you to 
join us as a full member of the HGRG community! 
Membership subs are essential for us to continue to 
provide the full range of support and we are grateful 
for the collegiate generosity of members in this 
regard. 

Full Membership £12.00 per annum. 

Should you choose to become a full member you will be 
added to the e-circulation list, will receive the HGRG Research 
Series and the HGRG Newsletter. Your subs will help support 
the grants that we provide to the HGRG community and you 
will be eligible to apply for these. Finally, you will get a 
reduced rate on back issues of the HGRG Research Series and 
have the opportunity to take up an Officering role. 
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